
The WindowMate is a premium suction mount for windshield or glass applications and
features an integrated swivel which allows an additional 30-degree adjustment in any
direction.  It installs in seconds without tools and is easy to use.
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Please read complete instructions before installing the WindowMate.
The WindowMate and glass should be at room temperature during installation.

PART NUMBER: WM-36

WindowMate 
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WindowMate mount, hardware pack, alcohol pad, adhesive mounting tapePARTS INCLUDED: 

Pro.Fit International, Inc.® may not be held liable for any damage to a vehicle before, during or after the installation or removal
of this Pro.Fit Legend®.  Pro.Fit may not be held liable for any personal injury resulting from accident or improper installation.
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STEP 1.  
TheWindowMate is designed to be attached to a windshield or
other glass window. Select a  location that does not block your
vision or controls.  Clean the mounting surface with window
cleaner to assure maximum suction.  Bend the flexible arm
into desired shape before attaching to window.  Photo 1.

STEP 2.
With the locking lever in the up position, press the suction
cup firmly against the glass.  Push lever down to attach
suction cup to the window.  Photo 2.  (Lever is colored
orange for illustration purposes only).

STEP 3.
An adhesive mounting tape and alcohol pad has been
included should you chose not to attach the electronic
device with hardware.  Following these instructions will
help insure maximum adhesion.  Clean the surface areas
where the WindowMate and the device will touch with the
alcohol swab and allow to air dry.  Peel the adhesive
backing off one side of the tape and carefully press it onto
the WindowMate.  This tape is very aggressive so it will
not move once it comes into contact with the
WindowMate.  Remove the final adhesive backing and place
the electronic device onto the tape.


